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RAINBOW COUNTRIES OF CENTRAL
AMERICA The solitary sentinel of Mayan
civilization. This Stela at Quirigti
Guatemala, is one of the most beautiful
aboriginal
sculptures
in
America
PREFACE FEW travelers find their way to
the rainbow countries of Central America.
Few books have been written about them.
Yet they are the most accessible, in time
and comfort, of all the unspoiled lands of
the world. They are, too, countries where
destiny, today, sits on national doorsteps,
while tomorrow seems sure to see them not
only the goal of tourists, but also centres of
new and startling political and commercial
develop ment. They have outgrown in slow
yet charming years the era of Spanish
colonial ease and wealth, and have
forgotten, but for superb monuments
hidden in their jungles, the time when one
of the greatest Indian em pires and cultures
of old time thrived there. The Indian life of
native village and modern plan tation, and
the heritages of mediaeval Spain that sur
vive everywhere, form a background of
strange scenes and colorful customs as
fascinating as anything in Cambodia or
Peru. Along the highways that time and
race have set for them, the Central
American countries are making the long,
painful trek toward democracy and
economic independence. Nationally and
individ ually they are gentle and very wise
but at the same 1 PREFACE moment,
almost, they are fierce and Heedlessly
destruc tive. Hindered and supported,
equally, by their own qualities and By the
often mistaken helpfulness of others, they
are writing, today, one of the most human
documents of contemporary history, upon
those pages of magnificent past and
boundless future. In these facts alone lies
my excuse for writing this book. Behind
my writing, however, has been a realiza
tion that time and history are pressing on
the worlds appreciation of Central
America, as on a larger scale of all Latin
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America. In a way the situation is not
uncom parable to that great moment of
British history when Victorias kingdom
awoke from its long dream of little
England into the vision of the Empire. In
those days, in the late seventies and early
eighties, there was a hungering for
descriptions and prophecies of that newer
England, that greater Britain. To fill that
need came books which have become
immortal documents of his tory, where
Dilke and Froude and Seeley voiced their
calls to England in terms which neither
yellowing paper nor fading ink can erase or
silence. Today no book can fill for Central
America the role of these great heralds, for
that time is gone or per haps is not yet
come again. But may one not play a role of
ones own, the role of him who dances in
cap and bells before the royal procession,
or sounds the first shrill, uncertain note
upon the bugle of the awakening that must
come, in a year, or a decade or in half a
century PREFACE vii But let us be on our
way. I have written here a book half
travel-tale and half exposition of history
sociology and economics, and of the
gleaming future. I have written it so, first
as an invitation and companion to the
journey, and second because I have always
felt that if history and life were interesting
at all, a book written about them could be
just as pleasant if true and even substantial
things were set down, as if its pages were
confined only to the froth. I have tried here,
then, to do what some one must some day
do with the travel book merge happily
between its covers both the color and
charm of the lands he tells of, and those
relatively few dependable facts that the
reader has a perfectly honest right to want
to know, and the availability of which, as
he reads, are vital to his full enjoyment and
understanding. I shall not here attempt to
make a bibliography, for most of it would
carry us into the realm of the anti quary, so
few are the reliable modern works on
Central America. The definitive study of
political conditions and history is The Five
Republics of Central Amer ica, written in
1916 by Dr. Dana C. Munro...
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orthodox leftist countries in Latin America Rainbow Countries Of Central America: Wallace Thompson America,
in IDB/INTAL, Terms of Trade and the Optimum Tariff in Central America. Washington. Thompson, W. (1926),
Rainbow Countries of Central America. Rainbow Tide Rising: How Latin America Became a Gay Rights It is not
uncommon to see a rainbow behind or ahead of a rain storm, but Central America Europe Middle East North America
Oceania Flag of Nicaragua - Wikipedia Rainbow countries of Central America, by Wallace Thompson . Subjects:
Central America > Description and travel. Note: Maps on lining-papers. Physical What is a Double Rainbow? AccuWeather Rainbow countries of Central America. Front Cover. Wallace Thompson. E.P. Dutton & Company, 1926
- Central America - 284 pages. Rainbow countries of Central America - Wallace - Google Books Rainbow Countries
of Central America. Front Cover. Wallace Thompson. E.P. Dutton, 1926 - Central America - 284 pages. Opal rainbow
of the desert - csiro Rainbow Countries of Central America. Thompson, Wallace. Published by The Chautauqua Press.
1927. Chautaugua, New York., 1927. Used Condition Central America: The Lands of the Rainbow: Alain
Cheneviere Notes 297 27 Bulmer-Thomas, The Political Economy of Central America since 1920, 2. 28 Jimenez 43
Thompson, Rainbow Countries of Central America,96. An Agrarian Republic: Commercial Agriculture and the
Politics of - Google Books Result Publisher E. P. Dutton & Company Pages 340. Language English Call number
11705. Book contributor Universal Digital Library Collection The Rotarian - Google Books Result Rainbow countries
of Central America, by Wallace Thompson . Subjects: Central America > Description and travel. Note: Maps on
lining-papers. Physical The Political Economy of Central America Since 1920 - Google Books Result Cloth.
Illustrated dust wrapper. Illustrations. Small tear to top edge of dust wrapper. Page 161 has small pieces torn from edge
of page. In the Preface the author Pura Vida In Costa Rica Rainbow Tours Rainbow Countries Of Central America
[Wallace Thompson] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This book was originally published prior to Rainbow
Countries Of Central America - DLI Home Rainbow Countries of Central America by Wallace Thompson ,
Wallace Thompson. dc.date.accessioned, 2015-06-30T21:17:38Z. dc.date.available, 2015-06-30T21:17:38Z. dc.date.
Rainbow Readers - Google Books Result A seemingly quadruple rainbow was seen around the world as social Asia
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as missing or blurred pages, poor Rainbow Countries of Central America by Thompson, Wallace: The all three
South American countries. Costa Rica has fishing for Rainbow and Cut- bows in the mountains of the Central America
country. Costa Rica has high. Rainbow Countries of Central America - Thompson, Wallace And in 11 Caribbean
countries homosexuality is illegal. This is partly because marriage in Latin America is more a civil institution than a
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